Introduction.
One aspect of topological analysis that authors, such as G. T. Whyburn and Marston Morse, have pointed to ([16; 6] for instance) as being fundamental in the development of function theory is the topological study of the level sets of analytic and harmonic functions or of their topological analogues, light open maps and pseudo-harmonic functions. The first step in this direction seems to have been made by H. Whitney [14] when he studied families of curves, given abstractly using a condition of regularity. In the plane, Kaplan [9] showed that Whitney's condition is equivalent to the condition that the family is locally homeomorphic to parallel lines and that this condition topologically characterizes the level sets of harmonic functions without critical points. Boothby [2; 3] a few years later included critical points. He showed that a family of branched curves filling the plane and locally structured like the level curves of Re z n characterized topologically the level curves of harmonic functions. M. Morse and J. Jenkins [7] shortly after generalized Boothby's work by omitting a non-recurrence hypothesis and considered the problem on an open Riemann surface. They subsequently considered [6; 7] the question of the existence of a second family of branched curves such that locally both families were topologically like the level lines of Re z n and Im z n . When a second such family did exist they called the resulting pair of families a conjugate net. On simply connected surfaces, they showed that for a given branched curve family there always existed a second such family and that the concept of conjugate net topologically characterizes the level sets of the real and imaginary parts of analytic functions. In a different vein, G. T. Whyburn gave point set characterizations of the type of continuity required for decompositions into compact [15] as well as non-compact [16] elements caused by analytic functions.
The purpose of this paper is to formulate as a point set topological concept the idea of a conjugate net. In [13] the definition of conjugate net was extended by considering families of locally connected generalized continua (locally compact connected sets of more than one point) locally structured by z n (see definition, § 4). Here necessary and sufficient conditions for two families of generalized continua to form a conjugate net are found (Theorems 4.1 and 4.2). This concept of conjugate net includes the level sets of the real and imaginary parts of light open maps and as such in [13] was used to generalize a theorem of Stoïlow. Here theorem 4.1 approaches another theorem of Stoïlow which states that a light open map from one 2-manifold to another is locally topologically equivalent to z n . The absence of semi-closed sub-collections (see § 2) and bounding unions parallels openess and the discrete intersection condition parallels lightness.
The topological properties required for one family of generalized continua to behave like the level lines of an harmonic function must be stricter. This problem will be taken up in a subsequent paper.
Notation. Capital letters will be used to denote spaces as well as their subsets and small letters will denote points of the space. Script letters, such as-î/, 3i, ^, ffl will denote families of subsets of a space. If ^ is a family of subsets of the space X and 5 is a subset of X then ^s will denote the family {components of G C\ S\G £ S^}. If the family & consists of mutually disjoint subsets of X and p £ U^ then the element of ^ containing p will be denoted by G v .
An arc (open arc) is the image under a continuous 1 -1 function of a closed (open) interval. Arcs will be denoted by lower case Greek letters, such as a, ]5, y. An arc joining two points a and b will also be denoted by ab, or by axb to stress an intermediate point x on ab.
In a metric space X, N(p, r) will be used to denote the open ball about the point p of radius r and V(S, r) will denote the open neighborhood about the subset 5 of X of radius r. In a 2-manifold M, neighborhoods homeomorphic to the open unit disk in the plane will be referred to as disks in M. By a closed disk or a closed Jordan domain, it will be meant the homeomorph of the closed unit disk in the plane.
If 5 is a subset of a space X, Int S, Ext S, CI S, fiS, *£S will denote respectively the interior, exterior, closure, boundary and complement of S. Finally, Z and R will denote the integers and the real numbers respectively.
Admissible families.
This section establishes minimal requirements for the continuity of the families of generalized continua.
Since conjugate nets need not be generated globally by one function and since at best the elements are the components of the fibers of the real or imaginary parts of a complex valued function, we may be dealing with families of generalized continua which are neither lower semicontinuous (LSC) nor upper semicontinuous (USC) (see [15] or [16]) either in the open set sense or limit sense (for example the components of the fibres of f(x, y) = x defined on R 2 -0). However, locally they are USC in the weaker limit sense but still need not be continuous. This suggests the following definition: a collection @ of sets in a space X is locally USC if each point x of X has a neighborhood N in which ^N is USC in the limit sense. In locally compact spaces, it is easily seen that compact neighborhoods can be chosen in which ^N is USC in both the limit and open set sense [5, . Although locally it is not required that limits occupy a complete element, we want to avoid sequences collapsing to points, that is the following behavior: a collection of disjoint sets ^ in a space X is semi-closed if each set of & is closed and any convergent sequence of sets of & whose limit intersects X -{J& converges to a single point of X -\J^ [15, VII, 5] .
Thus on a 2-manifold (locally euclidean, connected, Hausdorff space) M a family & of disjoint closed generalized continua which fills M will be termed admissible if it is locally USC and contains no semi-closed subcollection. This second condition gives the following useful fact. A component of a level curve of the real part of an analytic function/ in the plane will meet one of the imaginary part in at most one point; otherwise, the union of two such components will bound a relatively compact domain D such that/(j&D) does not separate the plane and so p(f(D)) (£ f(/3D), contrary to the behavior for analytic maps. This behavior is reflected in the following définition.
Definition. Two admissible families of closed generalized continual and 3ê in the plane form a planar net, denoted by [<$/, 38\ if each point p is the intersection of an element oisé and an element of 38. The elements ois/ and 38 as well as of s/s and 38 $ for any subset 5 of the plane will be called fibers.
That the intersections in this definition must be no larger than single points is forced on us by the work of R. D. Anderson [1] who showed the existence of a continuous decomposition of the plane by pseudo-arcs such that the decomposition space is a plane and the induced map is open. The above condition also assures us that each family fills the plane. The main theorem of this section is the following "spoke theorem" for planar nets. The fibers are locally connected. Because a locally connected metrizable generalized continuum is arcwise connected [15, II, 5.2], considerable structural strength will be added to a planar net if its fibers are shown to be locally connected.
THEOREM 3.3. Each fiber of a planar net [s/, 38\ is locally connected.
Proof. An outline of the proof is given here. Assume there is a fiber A of se which is not locally connected at the point p of A. There is a closed disk D about p such that (i) S$f D and & D are USC, (ii) Lemma 2.1 holds, and (iii) there exists a sequence of distinct components C t of A Pi D converging to a con-tinuum C of A C\ D containing p and such that C P\ (US=i C t ) = 0 (see [15, I, 12.1] or [5, 3, [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] ).
Since d H (3D ^ 0 for all i, there is a cluster point a on $D of US=i (C* P\ /3Z?) which is necessarily a point of C. Then there is a sequence {a n } of points of UîLi (C* n /3-D) such that {aj is strictly monotone converging to a and if a n G C fn there is no point of C fn between a and a w . Let L be the right bisector of the segment [a, p] and let 6 be a number such that 0 < e < diam (Z>)/4 (see Figure 1 ). There is an w(e) large enough so that N(a, e) C\ C in(e) ^ 0. Since L Figure 1 separates a from p then C* w(e) HL^i. Since the sets Now consider a £ qp -{p, q] and the fiber B a of â?. By Theorem 3.4 applied to Di, qp C PD± and B a , B a contains an arc xa spanning /3Di; in fact x G PD since 2> a Pi (g£ U £r) = a. Apply Theorem 3.4 once again to D 2 , qp C &D 2 and i3 a to obtain an arc ay in 2> G joining a to a point y G /3D -j&Di C jSP 2 . The arc xay spans /iD, thereby separating it into two domains D 3 and D 4 . Assume p £ D%. Since xa}/ crosses qp (use /3Di as the simple closed curve) then qp crosses xay [10, IV, 32] so that q £ fiD^ -xay. Now apply Theorem 3.4 once more to Dz, xay C @Dz and A p , to obtain an arc az in A v joining a to z Ç j&D 3 -xay = /3Z) -xçry. But then qa \J az is an arc in A v spanning (3D, separating D and so giving a contradiction to the choice of D. Remark 3.2. It now follows from Theorem 3.2 that the fibers of a planar net contain no simple closed curves and furthermore that Lemma 2.1 is valid for any relatively compact set.
Singular points of a planar net.
The order of a point p in a set X is said to be less than or equal to the integer n > 0, if for any neighborhood V of p there exists a neighborhood U of p such that U C V and /3 U contains ^ n points. The order of p in X is equal to n if the order is ^n but not ^n -1. If no such n exists the order will be said to be infinite. If p is a point in the fiber A of se, the order of p in A will be denoted by 0 A (p). Similarly 0 B {p) will denote the order of p in the fiber B of 3i. It is now shown that for any point p, 2 ^ 0 Ap (p) = OB P (P) < °° and that in fact they are equal to 2 except for an isolated set. Because no fiber has an end point the lower bound of 2 is immediate. For a fiber A £ se, it can be shown that the countable set S = {p £ A\0 A (p) > 2} does not cluster by standard arguments using local connectivity, Lemma 3.3 and Theorem 3.6. 
by hi(t) = (fi(iri(t)) f gtfait)).
Then h t is clearly one-to-one. The continuity of h t follows from that of 71-1 and 7r 2 which follows from the USC of Se Ri andstf R .. Thus since R t is compact h t is a homeomorphism.
Let R = U zezn ^i-It is easily seen that for i 7^ n -I hi agrees with h i+ \ on ppi+i. If w is even this is also true for i = n -1 and gives a single valued map . As above we get a neighborhood N and homeomorphism h of N to E satisfying the theorem. 
